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T
he 980 students who 
entered Liberty Elementary 
School on September 2, 
2014 were delighted to see 
the new technology that was 

purchased during the summer. Although 
it may be difficult avoiding all the cool 
carts in the hallways on your way to 
class, it is worth it to experience 21st 
century learning in every classroom. In 
addition to 162 new laptops provided by 
Loudoun County Public Schools, Liberty 
also purchased 120 iPad minis and 10 
more regular-sized iPads to provide each 
grade-level with a cart of 30 tablets and 
bring the total iPads in the building up 
to 170. Combined with the 30 laptops 
in each grade and desktops in the 
classroom, Liberty students have more 
access to individual devices than ever.

Liberty Elementary’s motto is “Preparing 
Active Learners.” The school prides 

itself and is well-known in Loudoun as 
the “STEM school”, integrating content 
areas, such as science and social 
studies, with math and engineering to 
create rigorous and relevant learning 
experiences to all students in K-5. After 
this summer, the barrier of technology 
integration has been overcome. The 
typical classroom at Liberty has regular 
opportunity for a 1:1 device to student 
ratio through PTA, School-Business 
Partnership, and STEMmerweek monies. 

STEMmerweek is a new annual summer 
camp offered to any student in Loudoun 
County that delivers a cooperative 
and differentiated STEM summer 
camp experience to rising 1st through 
6th graders. Students from Liberty, 
Little River, Arcola, and Buffalo Trail 
all attended last summer. As some 
students were showing off their “Make 
Your Own Lego Movie” on the iPads at 

the “Engineering Expo” on the camp’s 
last day, they were visited by Loudoun’s 
new Superintendent, Dr. Eric Williams. 
Paul Pack, the Principal at Liberty, 
explained to Dr. Williams, parents, 
and students that Liberty strongly 
believes in providing devices that allow 
our students an opportunity to use 
technology to fulfill Dr. Williams’s “One 
to the World” initiative. STEMmerweek 
proceeds directly benefited Liberty’s 
students in the purchase of one of the 
four new iPad carts in August.

We are all very proud of how well 
our teachers and students use the 
new iPads and laptops as a tool for 
learning. Walk into any classroom and 
you will see; not only kids engaged by 
math apps, Dreambox, and phonics 
games, but you will see kids scanning 
QR codes to research and solve 
equations, making iMotion videos to 
show butterfly migration, and recording 
video reflections of their thinking on 
latest STEM designs. Amazing things 
are happening at Liberty because of the 
highly-skilled teachers and enthusiastic 
learners. The PTA and Principal feel 
that providing them with additional 
technology will only enhance the 
learning experience and prepare active 
learners for the career choice ahead. 

STEMmerweek...
At Liberty Elementary School


